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I am sure that many of us are still reeling from Prof. 

Saidi Hassan’s demise. All that brilliance, knowledge, 

humility and dedication gone to waste? Not so, it has 

been illuminated and passed on to his many mentees. 

After having heard about Prof. Saidi as a medical intern 

six years ago, I was pleasantly surprised when I first 

met him during my surgical training and discovered that 

instead of a towering physical frame, I found a humble, 

cheerful and brilliant mind. His great ability to inspire 

improvement as well as support for weaker younger 

colleagues is well known. As well, his penchant for 

seeking to understand social circumstance that affected  

his trainees’ performances and help where he could, 

was one of his hallmarks as a mentor (1). What has 

come out to light and surprised many not only within 

Kenyan medical circles but also beyond, is how he 

applied this trait and found time for so many people.  

Furthermore, his ability to provide this personal touch 

to training and mentorship did not hinder him from 

achieving numerous accolades, on the contrary, it likely 

enabled him. Furthermore, he knew how to pull 

struggling residents out of tense learning environments 

to get them back on track (1). While the overriding 

culture in surgical training has been one of intimidation 

and ridicule, those practising this have been of the 

erroneously belief that these maladaptive intentions, not 

based on any evidence, would push surgical trainees to 

be the best (2). Such has been proven to be 

counterproductive and is only based on reproducing 

experiences previously endured by the trainers. On the 

contrary, mentoring is soon becoming a very important 

part of the new academic surgical paradigm and the  

 

 
Figure 1: Prof. Saidi with some of his mentees 

 

requirement for mentor based learning as a substitute 

for rote and experience is increasing (3). It has also 

been realised that institutions need to provide resources 

for mentor education in surgical training as studies have 

proven that it is best delivered in a collegial atmosphere. 

Over the last decade, the role of mentorship has 

increased to become a more integral part of surgical 

education (3). 

In reflection, there are several questions that teachers in 

the surgical profession need to ponder on.  What is the 

best way to inspire learners to put greater effort? What 

are the best techniques to make the best out of them and 

ensure efficiency and competencies are up to par with 

required level of training while at the same time 

encouraging other important but non -core activities 

such as research and character building? 

Prof. Saidi has done his bit and showed us how he does 

it in his own way. In the same breath, the new 

generation of surgical teachers and mentors need to 

decide which direction we need to take. Likewise, it  
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may well be better to appreciate our great mentors in 

our daily routines rather waiting after the fact, for some 

calamity, which might not be as insidious as Prof. 

Saidi’s. 
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